Reasons why a Car Inspection is Important Before Buying
If you have never considered a car inspection to be important before buying a used
car, then start reconsidering. If you’re looking to purchase a car that is in perfect
condition, a complete car inspection is a MUST.
Imagine a scenario in which you are going to buy a used car. The car that is being
sold to you looks very good in appearance and attracts you so much that you just
want it right then and there. However behind all the glitz and glamour there are
major hidden issues with the car’s electrical system and mechanicals.
Do you still purchase the car on the basis of its appearance and hope for the best?
Wrong, this is not the right approach in buying a used car and in the end it will be
nothing more than a waste of valuable time and money. Looks can be very deceiving
and can turn very sour in a short period of time. This is the untold truth and that’s
why you need a Car Inspection from a reliable and experienced Vehicle Inspection
company.

A vehicle inspection company comprises of a special team of highly qualified experts
that have extensive knowledge in all vehicle makes and models. They analise the
vehicle closely and assist you in your decision whether you should buy it or not. From
this you are able to negotiate a better overall price, from the many minor faults that
are often ignored by your first look of the car.
Before you want to invest in a car inspection, you may want to know how the
procedure works:








After some research and reviews you find a car/vehicle inspection company
You call them and obtain a quote, then book in an inspection
The inspection company then calls the seller to organize a time to inspect the
car
The inspection company goes out on site and inspects the car
You receive a personal confidential phone call from the inspector with the
results
You are emailed a detailed report with all the results found from the inspection
Finally you will be able to make your decision whether or not to purchase the
car

Sydney Premium Vehicle Inspections now also offers Finance Inspections that suit the
requirements needed from all financial institutions and brokers.

Feel free to contact us to find out more about all the other services that we offer.
Introducing a Reliable and Affordable Mobile Car Inspection Company
Looking for a reputable mobile vehicle inspection company in Sydney? If yes, then
you are at the right place and reading the right piece of information.
Sydney Premium Vehicle Inspections is a trustworthy and affordable mobile vehicle
inspection company, which offers the most comprehensive and detailed inspection
service on the market. Leveraging the years of experience in the industry and
specialized equipment, we provide extensive diagnostic scanning to all high
performance, prestige, exotic, and luxury cars. Our inspectors are highly trained on
all the latest equipment and software which from this are able to retrieve any hidden
faults and data that is regularly missed with generic scanning.
Our Mobile Car Inspections offer you significant knowledge of the car’s current
condition and history. What sets us apart is not just our acumen - It is our
commitment and dedication to provide superior quality when it comes to car
inspection services. We take pride in serving and offering a wide range of inspection
services at the best possible price. At Sydney Premium Vehicle Inspections, every
inspector works with a goal to achieve the client’s maximum satisfaction.

We also provide End of Warranty Car Inspections which are a necessity whilst owning
a brand new car that is coming close to the end of the manufacturer’s warranty
period. We are open and take bookings 7 days a week until late! Feel free to speak to
one of our friendly operators to book in your end of warranty car inspection.
How are we different from the rest?





We provide a tailor made service covering all mobile car/vehicle inspections
We thrive for attention to detail and provide a unique specialized service
Every inspection is taken seriously catering to all of our client’s requests
Provide the best possible customer service

Make an enquiry today to get a free quote - We would love to assist you!

